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.. This can be an even bigger deal than carrying a big bag or a guitar case. 2 Guitar Transport Cases.
Below are 15 of the best guitar cases that are currently available. Boss GT-250 Plus Transport Guitar
Case – 1 Year Warranty. This Boss guitar case is one of the company's most popular and best-selling
touring and studio guitar cases. The GT-250 Plus is the world's first Customizable Guitar Touring
Case. The GT-250 Plus is equipped with heavy-duty zippers and has an interior pocket which can be
used as a guitar pouch. The case is a very well-rounded case for the price. Boss GT-100C Boss
GT-100C - 1 Year Warranty, Carry Case, Racks and Stand. The GT-100C is the ideal solution for
musicians in search of the ultimate fit, finish and performance. The GT-100C is a 100watt combo
amp and features Boss' acclaimed GT-100 G2 amp modelling circuitry and is available with a
dedicated 15 foot speaker cable to deliver high output and a warm, natural sound. Boss GT-100. 1
Year Warranty. Transport Case, Racks and Stand. This Boss guitar case is one of the company's most
popular and best-selling touring and studio guitar cases. The GT-100 is equipped with heavy-duty
zippers and has an interior pocket which can be used as a guitar pouch. The case is a very well-
rounded case for the price. Boss GT-200 Universal Music Transport. The GT-200 is a wireless
transport case for iPhones and Androids of all types. This guitar case is constructed of heavy duty
leather. .. The GT-300 features the same casing and graphics as the GT-200, but is modeled after
their D16 amp and includes a dedicated 15-foot speaker cable.. A quick look at Boss's Website
reveals a host of new products available in all categories. The GT-300 comes with a red coloured
case and red front panel, three new effects pedals and a 100 watt combo amplifier.. Boss GT-300
Power Supply. GT-3003-B2GTV-KBS L-FR . The GT-300 is equipped with heavy-duty zippers and has
an interior pocket which can be used as a guitar pouch. The case is a very well-rounded case for the
price. 1. The Boss GT-300 is a dedicated transport case for our GT-400 amp.. you may use
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